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Introduction
This report is based on the results of an extensive study conducted by The Boston
Consulting Group. Our research examined the performance of 5,316 large
quoted companies from around the world. Together, these companies account
for approximately 80% of the total capitalisation of all the world’s stock markets.
The study examined the companies’ performance over the five-year period
from the end of 1993 to the end of 1998. The main measure of performance
was the average annual TSR (total shareholder return*), the rate at which the
companies added value for their shareholders. The top 100 companies in the
world and in Europe were ranked and are listed in the study. The top 10
companies by industry sector and by nationality are also listed.
The study’s aim was to ascertain how the best companies achieved superior
performance. What strategic, financial or operational actions did their
management take that resulted in an above-average increase in shareholder
value? How does the creation of shareholder value differ by country or by
industry sector? What lessons could be learned that can be applied more broadly
to help companies and management teams define strategies for high value creation?
The message to managers that emerges from our findings is resoundingly
clear and encouraging: you are in charge. The body of this report sets out our
conclusions in detail, but in summary they are that:
●

Managers have three levers that they can use to create value – the cashflow margin, asset productivity and gross investment

●

It is possible to outperform the market, whatever industry you are in – but
the levers you choose to deploy will depend on the state of the business

●

Growth has been the engine for value creation in the US, but in Europe
restructuring has been the preferred lever
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●

Profitable growth companies create more value than restructuring companies

●

Successful value creators build profitability first, then go for growth.

High achievers
The highest performing company over the period was Dell Computer, the
American PC manufacturer. Dell’s average TSR between year-end 1993 and
1998 was an astounding 153% per annum. Only America Online, the fast-growing
Internet service provider, came anywhere near it, with a TSR of 143%. AOL
was the only other company to exceed 100%.
The very top performers outstripped the rest of the pack by far. The gap between
the top company and the 50th company's average annual TSR was 115 percentage
points; the gap between the 50th and the 100 th company was just over eight
percentage points.
To shareholders, the difference between the very top performer (Dell Computer)
and the still extraordinary performance of tenth-placed Compuware is vast.
Whereas Dell’s shareholder value multiplied more than 100-fold during
the period, Compuware’s multiplied ‘only’12 times.
Further down the list of top performers, the average TSR of the lowest decile
of the top 100 (numbers 91-100) was 30%. This is an excellent performance –
the median for all companies in the study was 13% - which means that these
companies, on average, increased their shareholder value 3.75 times.

It is a continual challenge to remain a top performer. Some have stumbled
since the end of the period of the study (31.12.98) and are now fighting back.
Others are sure to slip down the list in the coming months. Past performance
is no guarantee of future performance. This is true for high performers and
under-performers.
Exhibit 1

Value Management Terminology

* The total shareholder return over a period is the capital gain
plus the dividend payments, relative to the share price at the
start of the period, assuming that the dividends are immediately
reinvested in the company.
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Executive Summary
The study
●

The Boston Consulting Group examined the performance of
5,316 large quoted companies around the world.
The performance measure used was the average annual rate of increase in
value to the shareholders, or TSR, (total shareholder return) from the
end of 1993 to the end of 1998.

●

The best performing company over the five years was
Dell Computer.
Dell delivered an average annual TSR of 153%. The best performing
European company was the German software firm SAP. The median
annual return of the total sample was 13%.

●

The top performers in the study will not necessarily continue to
dominate in the future.
Some of them have already stumbled. In fact, it is very difficult to maintain
top performance over the long term. Only two companies beat their local
markets every year of the last decade, they are Nokia, the Finnish mobile
phone company and Aegon, the Dutch insurance company.

The methodology
●

TSR is the best measure of corporate value creation.
The study established that there is a very close correlation between TSR,
an external measure of value creation, and the change in ‘cash value
added’ (CVA), an internal measure. CVA is defined as profit less the cost
of the company’s capital. CVA, which is directly under the control of a
company’s managers, can be used as an internal proxy for TSR.

●

Managers have three levers within the business that they can use
to create value.
These levers can be used to increase CVA: the cash-flow margin; the
productivity of the company’s assets; and the growth in gross investment.

●

Managers are in full control of the value creation process.
The study shows that the very best performing companies deploy all three
value creation levers in three distinct waves. But they have to choose
appropriately between them and then mobilise their organisation to
deliver. The study demonstrates that long-term value creation is not an
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accident or the result simply of market forces. It comes from making
strategic choices about which of the three levers you use. Market forces
will, of course, have an impact, but the encouraging news for business
leaders is that companies can manage the level of value that they create.

The results
●

The best performing industries were Information/Communication
and Telecommunications (IC&T) and Retail.
The top 10 performers in IC&T delivered an average TSR of 76% per
annum. The top 10 companies of the retail sector were second with an
average TSR of 49%.

●

Growth industries and companies create more value than
restructuring ones.
The average TSR for the top ten companies in the growth industries was
43% per year. This is 20 percentage points higher than the average of the
top ten restructuring industries.

●

American companies were more successful than their European
counterparts.
America produced a far higher proportion of the very top performers
during the period of the study. The average TSR per annum of the top 50
American companies during the period was 55%; the average TSR of the
top 50 European companies was 40%. Over a five-year period that is the
difference between a nine-fold increase in shareholder value and a 5.4
times increase.

●

American companies tended to create value by growth; Europeans
tended to create it by restructuring.
All the top performers whose capital invested more than quadrupled over
the period were American. Even a company as large as Microsoft, with a
market capitalisation of nearly

300 billion, ($354 billion) increased its

capital invested by more than 200%.
On the other hand, of the five top performers that recorded the highest
rates of increase in cash-flow margin and asset productivity (i.e. gains
from restructuring operations) four were European.

Implications for managers
●

You can outperform the market, regardless of your industry sector,
market or profitability-level.
Some companies in under-performing industries put in a spectacular
performance and some companies in the over-performing industries
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didn’t. Monsanto, in the chemicals sector, recorded a higher TSR than the
average of the very successful IC&T industry. Also, in each of the local
markets, the top companies showed a performance superior to the worldwide or European average.
Regardless of the starting level of a company’s current profitability or
growth, improvement that exceeds the market’s expectations will result in
a superior TSR performance.
●

Successful value creators first build profitability, then grow.
The value creation strategy has to take into account the current situation.
Only when companies get their levels of profitability up to above the
cost of capital can they create profitable and sustainable growth.

●

Managers need to focus actively on value creation.
This means employing an investor’s perspective in managing the business
portfolio and installing a consistent system of metrics and incentive
systems geared towards value creation. In the long term the change in
company culture will sustain the ability to create value.

Exhibit 2

The World’s Top Ten Performers

Top 10 performers

Average
annual TSR

Relative importance of value drivers

(94-98)

Cash flow margin

Asset productivity

Growth of capital invested

1. Dell Computer (US)

153%

++

+++

+++

2. America Online (US)

143%

++

+

+++

3. SAP (Germany)

91%

-

+++

+++

4. Nokia (Finland)

79%

+++

+++

++

5. Hennes & Mauritz (Sweden)

69%

++

-

+++

6. Microsoft (US)

69%

++

-

+++

7. Cisco Systems (US)

67%

-

-

+++

8. Aegon* (Netherlands)

66%

++

NM

+++

9. Charles Schwab* (US)

65%

-

NM

+++

10. Compuware (US)

64%

++

++

+++

Source:Datastream, BCG Analysis
NOTE:Scale of importance:+ = low;++ = medium;+++ = high;NM = Not Meaningful
* For Financial Companies Real Return on Equity has been substituted for Cash Flow Margin
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The Sources of Value Creation
TSR is an external measure that includes both management performance and
factors over which a company’s managers have little or no direct control, such as
interest rates or economic growth.

To isolate the sources of value creation that managers control, BCG examined a
number of internal performance measures as proxies for TSR.
What we found is a close correlation between external value creation and the
change in a company’s cash value added (CVA). CVA is a company’s profit less
the capital charge: the cost of all the capital invested in the company.
(The concept has to be slightly adjusted to suit financial institutions, but the
principles remain the same.)

The change in CVA is a function of three factors:
●

Improvement in the company’s cash flow margin;

●

Improvement in the productivity of the company’s assets; and

●

The growth in investment.

These three factors are the main levers for creating shareholder value. Managers
can also create value by optimising the cost of capital. However, this study
focuses on the strategic and operational levers in the business, as opposed to
financial management.
Managers hold these three levers in their hands. They can improve cash flow
margins by better cost management and/or pricing strategy. Improvements in
asset productivity come from more efficient resource allocation via, for example,
better management of inventory or better utilisation of fixed assets.
Both are essentially inward looking, concerned with restructuring what the
company already has.
The third lever, investment growth, comes from things like transferring core
competencies to new business areas, or from rolling out successful products or
services into new geographical markets. It is essentially an outward looking
activity, concerned with creating new assets.
The Value Creators B CG Re po r t
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Value creation is not an accident; nor is it purely the work of market forces.
A company's managers can manipulate the three levers that influence CVA and
produce a superior return for their shareholders. The right levers in each case
will depend on the industry that the company is in plus a number of other
factors. Most top performing companies in the study used all three levers, rolling
them out in waves that build powerfully on each other.

Exhibit 3

Surfing the Value Waves
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The World’s Top Performers
Of the top 10 performers worldwide, six are American, and four European (one
German, one Swedish, one Finnish and one Dutch). Six of the top 10 companies
also come from one sector – information/communication &
telecommunications (IC&T) – and four of those are American. The four other
sectors in the top 10 (with one representative each) were media & entertainment,
retail, insurance and banking.
The top 10 companies all scored strongly on investment growth. Safeway is the
only company in the top 20 that had a growth in capital invested of less than
50%. By and large, companies that do not invest heavily do not produce
spectacular shareholder returns.
The very top performers scored significantly less well on the restructuring levers:
asset productivity and cash-flow margin. Here the measure used was the change in
the cash flow return on investment (CFROI), the cash flow margin multiplied by
the asset productivity. The explanation for the low scores on these dimensions is
that these companies had previously restructured and so were already delivering
excellent performance in asset productivity and cash-flow margin.
Exhibit 4

The World’s Top Ten Performers
Name

Nationality

Sector

Average annual TSR
(94-98)

1.Dell Computer

US

IC&T

153%

78.9

93.1

2.America Online

US

Media & Entertainment

143%

60.2

71.0

Germany

IC&T

91%

18.0

21.3

4.Nokia

Finland

IC&T

79%

48.7

57.5

5.Hennes & Mauritz

Sweden

Retail

69%

14.4

16.8

6.Microsoft

US

IC&T

69%

293.2

345.9

7.Cisco Systems

US

IC&T

67%

124.2

146.5

Netherlands

Insurance

66%

61.0

72.0

US

Banks

65%

19.1

22.5

US

IC&T

64%

12.2

14.4

3.SAP

8.Aegon
9.Charles Schwab
10.Compuware

Market capitalisation
(31.12.98)
(bn)
$(bn)
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Among the top 50 American and top 50 European companies in the rankings,
five showed an improvement in CFROI over the period of more than 15
percentage points. Of those five, four are European. They include Europe’s top
two performers, SAP and Nokia.
Dell is the only American company to obtain a top score on CFROI. Cisco
Systems, Clear Channel Communications, Compaq and even the mighty
Microsoft, were all among the top 20 performers worldwide, yet each of them
recorded a decline in their CFROI over the period. However, the point here is
that these companies did not need to focus on CFROI: they had already
achieved high levels of profitability.
The data is clear: profitable investment growth is a far more powerful driver of
TSR than are the restructuring levers of improvement in cash flow margin and
asset productivity. During the period of the study, European companies were
better at restructuring; American companies were better at growth. As a result, in
the five years 1994 and 1998, American companies were disproportionately well
represented among the very top performers.

Local markets
The study looked at both absolute total shareholder return rankings and rankings
adjusted for local stock market performance. If differences across local stock
markets were caused by external factors such as rising or declining local interest
rates, then adjusting the rankings to be relative to local market average TSR
performance would be the appropriate basis for worldwide comparisons.
However, if differences across local market average TSRs were driven by the
difference in local companies’ relative successes in creating value through
improved performance, then adjusting absolute company TSRs for the local
stock market average TSR would be misleading.
After reviewing the drivers of local market performance, BCG based the rankings on
absolute rather than local market adjusted TSR rankings. We took this approach for
three reasons. First, in markets where the average local TSR exceeded the
worldwide average (i.e. the United States), analysis indicated that management
performance was a greater contributor to excess returns than were exogenous factors.
Secondly, when we did calculate the total shareholder returns for each company
taking into account local market performance, it made little difference to the
rank order. Among the top 20, Nokia dropped down two places, to below
9
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Microsoft (this was because of Nokia’s exceptional importance in the Finnish
index) and three new companies entered the rankings (Takeda Chemicals at
five, Pinault Printemps at 18 and Honda at 20). Dell Computer was still the
undisputed champion.
Thirdly, capital moves to wherever the highest returns are expected. Investors
typically take a global view, not a national one.

Long-term champions
We did, however, assess value creation consistency by examining each company in
the context of its local market. This revealed that of those in the sample that had
been listed for more than 10 years and that had a market capitalisation of over
1 billion ($1.18 billion), there were only two that had outperformed their
home market in every single one of those 10 years. As many as 26 succeeded in
doing so in nine out of the 10 years.
Both of the long-term champions were European, both of them feature in the
top 10, and both of them are based in relatively small domestic markets. They
are Nokia and Aegon. Nokia outperformed the Finnish market by an annual
average of 37 percentage points from 1988 to 1998; Aegon outperformed the
Dutch market by an annual average of 21 percentage points. The reasons for
these successes are analysed below.

Spectacular TSR wins Dell Computer world first place
Dell Computer is the fourth biggest computer manufacturer in the world (after
IBM, Hewlett-Packard and Compaq). Its TSR over the five-year period was
spectacular – more than 50 percentage points higher than that of the company
that came third (SAP). Value creation over the period was enhanced by a fivefold increase in the company's P/E ratio, driven by the cost of capital and
growth.
Dell increased its CVA by over a

1 billion ($1.18 billion) during the five-year

period: roughly 50% of this came from growth in asset-efficient capital invested;
and almost half came from an increase in its cash-flow margin.

The Value Creators BC G Re por t
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The improvement in cash flow (from 1% of sales in 1993 to 8% in 1998) was
largely brought about by the extensive use of Web technology and the reduction in
supply-chain costs that this brought about. The company's Web site is already
selling over 16.5 million ($19.5 million) worth of goods online every day, and it
is Dell’s aim to have 50% of all its sales online by 2000.
Exhibit 5

Dell

(1) 31 December 1993 = 100
(2) XX% = relative contribution level to value increase 1993-98 (DCVA)
Source: BCG Val database, Datastream, Compustat, annual reports

Asset productivity improvements came from a strong focus on the management of
working capital and the company’s philosophy of ‘build-to-order’. Dell reduced
the average time that it holds inventory from 32 days in 1994 to only six days in
1998. We believe that this presents a challenging model to many hardware
companies, from electronic appliances to automobiles: create direct customer
relationships through the Internet and develop build-to-order manufacturing by
sharing online data with suppliers and adopting pull-based manufacturing
techniques.
Dell's strategy of selling ‘direct’ (thereby eliminating middlemen) has had a big
impact on inventory times. Competitors who sell through traditional retail
channels hold 50 days of inventory on average. In the PC business, where
component prices can drop by as much as 1% a month, this time is money lost.
11
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Profitability and growth create value at SAP

SAP, the world’s fourth largest software firm, is Europe's top performer over the
period. 100 ($118) invested in the company at the end of 1993 was worth 2,532
($2,988) five years later. The German company has a dominant position in the
market for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems (its market share is bigger
than that of its next five rivals added together).
Exhibit 6

SAP

(1) 31 December 1993 = 100
(2) XX% = relative contribution level to value increase 1993-98 ( DCVA)
Source: BCG Val database, Datastream, Hoppenstedt, annual reports

The most significant driver behind the company's increase in CVA was its rapid
growth in sales.
The demand for SAP’s systems during the period of the study was enormous. Sales
revenue increased by some 50% per annum, driven by the company’s rapid global
expansion. Before 1992, the vast majority of SAP’s sales were generated in Europe; by
1995 the US had become SAP's largest market.
Globalisation (the company now has a local presence in 60 countries) rode on the
back of SAP's highly successful R/3 system, first launched in 1992 and now

The Value Creators BC G Re por t
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installed in half of the Fortune top 500. The company successfully got around the
potential bottleneck in installing its systems by maintaining a close relationship with
the big IT consulting firms who became specialists in SAP implementation. SAP
forms partnerships with software houses and IT consulting firms allowing it to
benefit from this rapidly growing part of the business without the complexity and
cost of developing local field forces. SAP has therefore ‘deconstructed’ the once
integrated software business model and avoided an obstacle that might have slowed
growth.
Since December 1998, the end of the period of the study, SAP’s share price has
fallen.The fall reflects the market’s lowered expectations of future growth. SAP’s
relative position as a top performer has fallen in line. Much of this is due to fears
that SAP will be challenged by more specialised and efficient software
companies, whose product may prove cheaper and more flexible. The company
has now reoriented its impressive R&D resources to this new challenge and
future software modules will be outward looking (dealing with customer interface
over the Internet and integration of suppliers) rather then dealing with internal
issues (such as accounting or human resources management).

Asset productivity powers Nokia’s performance

Nokia, the Finnish mobile phone company, was the fourth most successful performer
over the period, and the second most successful European company. Its average annual
TSR was 79%.

100 ($118) invested in Nokia at the end of 1993 was worth

1,833

($2,163) by the end of 1998.
A significant contributor to Nokia's increase in CVA over the period was the
improvement in its asset productivity. This was partly brought about by the company's
divestment of almost all assets not relating to telecoms. Mobile phones and telecom
infrastructure now account for over 90% of Nokia's sales; in 1990 they accounted for
only 20%. Over the period, the company has, in effect, reinvented itself – not for the first
time in its history.
Strong sales growth helped to push up asset productivity. The company managed an
average annual increase in sales of 27% between 1993 and 1998. A dynamic
entrepreneurial culture enabled Nokia to ride on the back of the rapid global growth in
the market for mobile phones and to direct resources to the fastest growing segment of
its business portfolio.
13
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Exhibit 7

Nokia

(1) 31 December 1993 = 100
(2) XX% = relative contribution level to value increase 1993-98 ( DCVA)
Source: BCG Val database, Datastream, annual reports

The company's cash-flow margin improved sharply over the period – from just 5% in
1993 to 15% in 1997 and 1998. This was thanks in part to the company’s ability to reap
ever greater economies of scale (Nokia is now the world's biggest manufacturer of mobile
phones.) The company's continuous introduction of new innovative products also
contributed (Nokia is the industry’s benchmark for the commercialisation of new
products). The transformation of Nokia’s portfolio of businesses also had a significant
impact on its performance.

Growth and increasing returns make Aegon top financial performer
Aegon, the Dutch insurance company, was the eighth best performing company
in the world over the period, and the highest from the financial sector. Its average
annual total shareholder return was 66%;
at the end of 1993 was worth

100 ($118) invested in the company

1,264 ($1,491) by the end of 1998.

Aegon created value largely through growth, both internal and by acquisition.
The company has become the seventh largest insurance company in the world,
measured by assets, and the third largest when measured by market capitalisation.
The Value Creators BC G Re por t
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Autonomous internal growth came from the growing demand for pensionsrelated insurance in those markets where governments are backing away from
the task of providing for their citizens' old age. External growth came from an
ambitious programme of mergers and acquisitions. During the period Aegon
purchased Scottish Equitable, Transamerica and Providian. And it managed to
realise many of the takeovers’ promised synergies, saving costs through
geographical consolidation and by reaping greater economies of scale. The
company has an excellent record at post-merger integration.
Exhibit 8

Aegon

(1) 31 December 1993 = 100
(2) XX% = relative contribution level to value increase 1993-98 (DCVA)
Source: BCG Val database, Datastream, Bloomberg

Aegon also created value by improving its returns. It lowered its ratio of expenses
to revenues, and it increased its sales per employee from 460,000 ($542,750) in
1993 to 782,000 ($922,700) in 1998. It also improved its revenues by switching its
portfolio away from bonds and towards higher performing equities.
Margins were boosted by the company’s consistent strategy of focusing on its
core life business, where margins are better than they are in non-life business.
Life assurance accounted for 69% of the company's business in 1993 and 82% of
(a much larger) business in 1998. Meanwhile, the company sold off its interests
in banking, health and non-life insurance.
15
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Superior business model makes Hennes & Mauritz
best retail performer

An average annual TSR of 69% makes Hennes & Mauritz the world’s number
one retailer. Profitable growth, based on strong inventory management and low
costs, is the key driver behind the company’s exceptional value creation. H&M
increased its CVA by nearly 150 million ($177 million) over the period of our
study, and more than 80% of that increase came from growth in investment.
Clothes retailing in Europe is a fragmented market compared with the US. Even
in Germany, its largest market, Hennes & Mauritz commands only a 2-3% market
share. However the company experienced strong growth by expanding within its
current North European markets and entering the French, Spanish and North
American markets.
H&M’s business model is based on offering the latest international fashion,
at low prices, at good quality, in premium store locations featuring consumerfriendly store layouts. It has proved to be a winning formula.
Exhibit 9

Hennes & Mauritz

(1) 31 December 1993 = 100
(2) XX% = relative contribution level to value increase 1993-98 ( DCVA)
Source: BCG Val database, Datastream, annual reports
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The retailer’s careful management of inventory and costs has enabled it to fund
the profitable growth that lies behind its value creation performance. The fact
that H&M’s new chief executive was formerly head of logistics may contribute to
the success of its approach to inventory management. This approach is based on:
●

Continuous introduction of new fashion lines (this increases inventory
turnover)

●

A focused strategy for entering new markets (aiming to achieve critical
mass for cost-efficient logistics)

●

Sophisticated information technology to help manage inventory.

H&M outsources all of its production. Fashion clothes are sourced in Europe
(higher costs, but shorter lead times), while the more basic lines are sourced in
Asia (lower costs, but longer lead times). Everything is purchased directly from
the manufacturer and subject to rigorous quality control. Design and purchasing
are both centralised.

17
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Top Performers by Industry
The companies in the study were classified by industry. Five of the industrial
sectors – IC&T, banks, retail, pharmaceuticals & healthcare, and insurance &
assurance - are ‘over-performing’ sectors in the sense that they have more than
their ‘fair share’ of top performers. The percentage of the top 100 which comes
from those industries is higher than the remaining industrial sectors which can
be said to be standard or under-performers.
Exhibit 10

Top Performers in Growth Industries Produce Highest Returns

(1) Of capital invested
Source: BCG VAL Database, Datastream,
Bloomberg, BCG analysis

Judged by the performance of the top 10 in each industry, the 14 industrial
sectors can be divided into growth industries, restructuring industries or
industries that activated both levers over the period. The restructuring
industries were conglomerates, travel, transport & tourism and chemicals.
Consumer goods and automobiles & supply used both levers. All others are
growth industries. On average, the contribution of investment growth to the
increase in CVA of the top companies in each of the restructuring industries was
low (a ‘one-star’classification).
The Value Creators B CG Re por t
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The average TSR of the top 10 in the growth industries was higher than that
of the top 10 in the other industries - with the exception of utilities, which was
just beaten by consumer goods.
Nevertheless, growth is not everything: restructuring industries also provided
some star performers.
Companies like Mannesmann (among the conglomerates) and Clorox
(among consumer goods firms) chalked up average annual TSRs that were
way above the average for the whole sample. In all the under-performing
restructuring sectors, the top performers exceeded the average TSR of the
top 100 worldwide.
Exhibit 11

Even in Underperforming Industries, Significant Value Creation is possible

(1) Market capitalisation > 5bn, 685 companies
Source: BCG VAL Database, Datastream,BCG
analysis

On the other hand, high growth industries also provide some significant
under-performers. The banking sector included one company with an annual
average TSR of minus 28%, far worse than any company in any of the
restructuring industries. And even the glamorous IC&T sector included some
companies with a negative average annual TSR. The under-performing travel,
tourism and transport sector, in contrast, had no representatives with a negative TSR.
Investors could have made large sums of money in unfashionable sectors over
the period. And they could have lost large sums of money in fashionable sectors
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over the period. The lesson here is positive, although performance is sector-sensitive,
managers within any industry can outperform the market.

Automobiles and supply
Restructuring and growth were both used for value creation in this industry.
The top ten of the sector returned an average TSR of 20% over the five years of
the study. The sector’s highest performer, GKN, delivered a TSR of 30%.
The top 10 companies in the sector come from an unusually wide range of countries.
Germany, Japan and the United States have two representatives each and the
UK, Sweden, France and Italy have one representative each. Improvement in asset
productivity was particularly weak among the top performers reflecting the
industry's over-capacity in manufacturing, as well as assets tied up in retail networks.
This sector has the potential for significant improvement in the coming years as
globalisation drives rationalisation in R&D and manufacturing, and manufacturers
exploit opportunities for leaner sales and distribution through the Internet.
The sector’s results do not include the 40% TSR recorded by the German
company Porsche. It made a sharp recovery during the period, but the company is
not big enough to be included in the industry rankings.

Banks (including brokerage firms)
Banking was a high performer over the period, driven mainly by consolidation
and external growth. Much of this came from a spate of successful acquisitions
during the period – by companies like Intesa in Italy and Lloyds TSB in the UK.
The average annual TSR of the top 10 companies in the sector is 46%, putting
it third overall after IC&T and retail. There is strong representation from the
United States (five companies) and from Italy (three).
The American top performers come from a wide range of businesses within the
sector. The comfortable winner is Charles Schwab, a company that has grown
very fast to become the leading player in two rapidly growing niches - online
brokerage and the distribution of mutual funds. Well established in the US, this
bank is now expanding through Europe, challenging local competitors to
respond quickly enough.
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Fourth-placed Bank of New York, on the other hand, is a long-established
traditional bank; fifth-placed MBNA is a credit-card operator; and seventh-placed
Freddie Mac started life as a government agency for granting mortgage
guarantees.
In Italy the banking sector dominates like no other. A wave of consolidation, led
by Banca Intesa (sixth in the sector) and Unicredito (ninth) resulted in the
creation of considerable value. Of the top 10 performers in Italy, seven are banks.

Chemicals
Although well above the market average of 13%, the top 10 chemicals companies
put the least distance between themselves and their peers. Their average annual
TSR over the period is 18% and only the top company in the sector (Monsanto)
made it into the global top 100, in 71st place. Monsanto owes much of its success
to the change from being a pure chemicals company to a life-sciences business,
and to the aggressive management of its portfolio of businesses.
The top ten performers are dominated by the United States (four) and Germany
(three). France, Belgium and the Netherlands account for the rest.

Conglomerates
Restructuring yielded an average TSR of 23% across this sector’s top ten. Again,
the United States (four) and Germany (three) account for the bulk of the best
performers. The top performer (Mannesmann) had a TSR of 37%, putting it
56th in the worldwide top 100. Its success was largely due to its entry into the
mobile phone business, a move that dramatically changed its portfolio over the
period. It reinvented itself, but unlike Nokia, it held on to its old businesses.
The Austrian company Semperit is too small to feature in the top 10, but has a
TSR of 55% and is the top performer in its country.

Consumer goods
Seven of the top 10 performers in this sector come from the United States,
emphasising that country's excellence at creating powerful consumer brands.
They include manufacturers of household name products like Philip Morris
(Marlboro), Gillette, Colgate-Palmolive and Coca Cola.
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This is a sector where very large companies feature prominently among the
top performers. Three out of the top 10 have a market capitalisation of over
100 billion ($118 billion) reflecting the importance of critical mass in this
sector.

However, it is also a sector where a number of smaller companies performed
extremely well, companies which failed to meet the size qualification for
inclusion in the main rankings. In the Netherlands, for example, Numico
had an average annual TSR of 49%; in the US, Fort James's was 47% and in
Spain Tabacalera took advantage of its monopoly status to generate a TSR of
38%. The average across the industry’s top ten was 29%.

Industrial goods and engineering
Growth proved the main path to value creation in this sector, where the average
TSR across the leaders was 35%, and again, the United States accounts for the
majority of the top ten. The champion, AutoNation, has succeeded by consolidating
independent car retailers in order to reap the benefits of increased scale.
The success of British Aerospace, fuelled largely by its enforced restructuring,
appears to be an exception to the industry rule. In 1992 the company’s pre-tax
losses were

1.7 billion ($2 billion) and it set about selling off a number of

under-performing assets including the Rover car company.

Information/communication and telecommunication
This was the most spectacular sector by far over the period. It includes the
current stars of the computing (Dell, Sun and Compaq), software (SAP,
Microsoft) and telecommunication (Nokia, Cisco, Tellabs, EMC) industries.
The average TSR of the top 10 performers was 76% per annum - higher than
the best performer in every other industrial sector except media and
entertainment. The 10 th company in the sector (Compaq Computers) was
18th in the overall worldwide rankings.
Every one of the 10 top performers invested heavily in profitable growth.
Eight of them recorded an increase in investment of over 200%. Dell and
Nokia (numbers one and three respectively) combined that with spectacular
success in improving their asset productivity and their cash flow margins.
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The United States’ accounted for eight of the top 10. Germany (with SAP) and
Finland (with Nokia) are the only other countries with a presence in the top 10.
Apart from these two companies, Europe's performance overall in this sector
was weak. While seven out of the overall top ten companies in the United States
came from this extraordinarily dynamic sector, Germany, Italy and the UK each
had only one representative from the sector in theirs (SAP, Telecom Italia and
Vodafone respectively). In France, there are two (Altos and Cap Gemini).
Among the top 100 European companies nine are from the IC&T sector. It
is hard to avoid the conclusion that, on the whole, Europe has taken little
advantage of the rewards that this sector offers (for employees as well as
shareholders, as this growth engine is a powerful job creator). We must wait to
see how Europe will position itself in the next battle of internet related
products and services.

Insurance and assurance
This is a sector where Europe holds its own against the United States. The top
four companies in the sector are all European, as are six of the top 10 (two
Dutch, two Swiss, one Belgian and one British). The two Swiss companies are
also the top two performers in their country, and the Dutch company Aegon
heads its national list.
Growth through acquisition has been, and still is, the key to value creation:
much of the strong performance was driven by the restructuring that was
taking place in the industry. The top Swiss company, Swiss Re, for instance,
focused sharply on reinsurance, making a number of acquisitions in the area
and divesting itself of its interests in primary insurance.

Media and entertainment
Seven of the top 10 performers, including the top three, are from the United
States each of whom chalked up an average annual TSR of over 50%. Canada
(one) and the Netherlands (two) account for the rest.
The sector is dominated, like no other, by one company. Not only did
America Online, second in the overall rankings to Dell Computer, outstrip all
others in the sector by far (its average annual TSR of 143% was more than
twice that of the company in second place), but it is also considerably larger
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than any other company in the sector. Its market capitalisation of

60

billion ($71 billion) compares with the 12.2 billion ($14.4 billion) of secondplaced Clear Channel Communications. Several internet companies were
excluded from the study by our focus on long term performance, however
there is little doubt that they will appear in future reports.

Pharmaceuticals and health care
The average TSR of the top 10 in this sector is relatively high at 43%, but the
variation between them is not. A mere 16 percentage points separates the annual
average TSR of number one (Pfizer) from number 10 (Sanofi).
It is another industry dominated by American companies. Eight of the top 10
performers are American, with the UK's SmithKline Beecham and France's
Sanofi filling the other two places, both having rebuilt sound profitability levels.
Companies throughout the sector can be found in the top 10 in Belgium,
France, Switzerland and the UK.
As with consumer goods, there are three companies with a market capitalisation
of over

100 billion ($118 billion) among the top 10 performers. By and

large, smaller companies in the sector did not sparkle during the period (with
the notable exceptions of UCB in Belgium and Synthelabo in France).
Increasing scale in R&D and sales forces has fuelled consolidation around
developers of successful breakthroughs like Pfizer, Glaxo Wellcome or
Novartis.

Retail
This was a very dynamic sector during the period, both in the United States
and Europe. Seven of the top 10 performers are American, and their average
annual TSR is the second highest across all sectors, after IC&T.
By and large, the top performers in the sector for this period, are smaller
companies, with the top 10's market capitalisation ranging from
($32 billion) for GAP to

27 billion

10.9 billion ($12.9 billion) for Rite Aid.

Although smaller than our world ranking threshold, the retailer Harvey
Norman was the top performer in Australia, with an average annual TSR of
49.6% and the industry leader, Hennes & Mauritz, made nearly 70% in annual
TSR, giving it a position of fifth in the overall global ranking.
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As with all the best-performing sectors, the top 10 invested heavily in growth
during the period. They were notably weaker at improving their cash-flow
margins and their asset productivity, although Safeway, Staples, Rite Aid and
Gap showed that strong growth is a useful tool for reducing costs and increasing
asset productivity without paying the cost of restructuring.

Services
The top 10 performers in Services produced an average annual TSR of 34%,
while the median for the sector overall was 7%. All companies invested heavily
over the period.
The industry is dominated by relatively small companies – the largest company
in the top ten in Rentokil Initial with a market cap of

18.2 billion ($21.5 billion)

The three UK representatives (Compass Group, Hays and Rentokil Initial) are
also among the top ten performers in the UK across all sectors.
Companies from the sector appear among the top 10 in a number of other
European countries. In Belgium and France, services companies top the
national lists; Sodexho in France, second in the ranking, reached 41% annual
TSR with an aggressive growth strategy, globalising its once local catering business.
In Germany and the Netherlands service companies take second place; while
companies from the sector also appear in the top 10 in Austria and in Switzerland.
By contrast, two of the US companies in the sector's top 10 do not make it
into their national top 100. Fourth placed Cintas was 72nd in the United States.
All companies in the sector invested heavily during the period, growing organically
and through mergers or acquisitions, but in other areas their performance was
patchy. Some (like Adecco) improved cash-flow margins dramatically. Others
(like the sector's third place Compass Group) got high marks for asset productivity
fuelled by growth, but showed less improvement in cash-flow margins.

Travel, transport and tourism
The average TSR of the top ten performers in this sector is 24%, with the best
performance coming from the largest company in the sector, the American cruise
ship operator Carnival (average annual TSR of 33.9%)
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Four of the top 10 performers in the sector are American, and six are airlines.
In both Austria and Italy the national airlines are among the country's top 10
performers.

Utilities
Performance in the utilities sector was greatly influenced by the nature and
extent of government deregulation in each individual national market.
Spanish companies in particular found their environment conducive to high
shareholder returns. Three of the top 10 performers in the sector are
Spanish, and three utilities appear in Spain's own national top 10.
The star performer is Gas Natural. Its average annual TSR (50%) is 15
percentage points higher than the next best performing company in the
sector. Gas Natural has established a dominant position in Spain's natural gas
industry. Its vertical integration of supply and transport has given it control
over the domestic industry's value chain and a share of over 90% of the
Spanish industrial market for natural gas. Investment by Gas Natural rose
rapidly (particularly in Latin America), as it did for the other Spanish utilities.
Exhibit 12

The Top Performers in Each Industr y
Industry sector

Automobiles & supply
Banks
Chemical
Conglomerates
Consumer goods
Industrial goods
& enginneering
IC&T
Insurance
& assurance
Media
& entertainment
Pharma
& health care
Retail
Services
Travel, transportation
& Tourism
Utilities

Market capitalisation
(31.12.98)
(bn)
$(bn)

Top performer

Country

Average annual TSR
(94-98)

GKN
Charles Schwab
Monsanto
Mannesmann
Clorox

UK
US
US
Germany
US

30%
65%
34%
37%
37%

8.0
19.1
24.3
38.0
10.3

9.4
22.5
28.7
44.8
12.2

AutoNation

US

54%

5.9

7.0

Dell Computer

US

153%

78.9

73.1

Aegon

Netherlands

66%

61.0

72.0

America Online

US

143%

60.2

71.0

Pfizer

US

51%

137.5

162.2

Hennes & Mauritz
Randstad Holding

Sweden
Netherlands

69%
56%

14.4
5.3

17.0
6.3

Carnival

US

34%

24.2

28.5

Gas Natural

Spain

50%

13.9

16.4
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European and US Approaches
to Value Creation
The preponderance of American companies among the top performers is one
of the most striking results of the survey. Although four of the top 10 companies
are European, 16 out of the top 20 are American – i.e. every single company
from number nine (Charles Schwab) through to number 20 (Pfizer) is
American.
Among the top 100, 70% are American, 29% European and 1% Japanese.
This compares with the sample as a whole where 47% of all the companies
are American, 37% European and 11% Japanese (5% came from elsewhere).
Six of the top 10 companies came from the information/communication
& telecommunication sector. Out of the top 100 companies, however, only 27
are in the IC&T sector and of those, 20 are American.
Exhibit 13

Relative to Representation in Sample, the U.S. Produces more Top Performers than Europe
Composition of Top 100 per region (1)
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Within each of the over-performing industries - except insurance and assurance the US has a share of the top performers that is higher than its share of the
overall sample. For instance, it accounts for 54% of all IC&T companies in the
overall sample; yet it provides 74% of the top 100 IC&T companies. Again, in
banking it accounts for 41% of the overall sample, but for 68% of the top 100.
Only in insurance and assurance does Europe manage to have a higher share
of the industry's top 100 (63%) than it has of the overall sample (62%).
Europe's under-performance is most pronounced in pharmaceuticals &
healthcare. Although it accounts for 33% of the overall sample in the sector,
it provides only 13% of its top 100 performers.
Exhibit 14

Within each Industry, The U.S. Generates a Higher Share of Top Performers than Europe

(1) Ranked by TSR 94-98pa;
Market Capitalisation > 10bn;
Worldwide overall sample:368 companies
(2) % by number of companies
Source:Datastream, BCG Analysis

Go for growth
The United States has achieved dramatically higher value creation during the
period than Europe, because it has been more focused on investment growth.
The Europeans have been more concerned with restructuring, with improving
the performance of existing assets.
When the top 50 American companies and the top 50 European companies
are plotted on a graph where the axes are:
●

increase in cash-flow return on investment (CFROI); and

●

increase in capital invested
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American companies score highly on the latter while European companies
score more highly on the former. Even a company as large as Microsoft, grew
its capital invested by more than 200% in the five years from 1994 to 1998.
All the companies among the top 50 Americans and the top 50 Europeans that
recorded a growth in capital invested between 1994 and 1998 of more than
400% were American. Of the five companies that recorded an increase in CFROI
of more than 15 percentage points over the five years, four were European.
The American company in this category (Dell) also, incidentally, notched up
a growth in capital invested of over 200% - i.e., they were growth-oriented.
Growth industries create more value than restructuring industries. The
average annual TSR of the top 50 (growth seeking) American companies is
55%; the average TSR of the top 50 (tending to restructure) European
companies is 40%. It is the difference between a nine-fold increase in
shareholder value for the American companies and a 5.4-fold increase for the
Europeans.
Exhibit 15

U.S. Top Performers Create Superior Value Through Growth
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Top American Performers
The average annual TSR of the top 10 American companies was 86.5%, compared
with the US average of 23.1%. The average TSR of the bottom decile of the
top 100 American companies (i.e. ranking of 91–100) was 31.3%.
Exhibit 16

America’s Top Ten

Name

Sector

Average annual
TSR

Market capitalisation
(31.12.98)

(94-98)

(bn)

$(bn)

1. Dell Computer

IC&T

153%

78.8

93.0

2. America Online

Media &Entertainment

143%

60.2

71.0

3. Network Associates

IC&T

114%

7.6

9.0

4. Microsoft

IC&T

69%

293.2

345.9

5. Cisco Systems

IC&T

67%

124.2

146.5

6. Charles Schwab

Banks

65%

19.1

22.5

7. Compuware

IC&T

64%

12.2

14.4

Media & Entertainment

64%

12.2

14.4

9. Sun Microsystems

IC&T

64%

27.6

32.6

10. Tellabs

IC&T

63%

11.3

13.3

8. Clear Channel
Communication

In America, the top 10 was dominated by IC&T companies, (seven out of 10).
In the top 100 in America, four industries were most frequently represented.
These were IC&T, financial services, pharmaceuticals & healthcare and retail,
with 27, 23, 12 and nine companies in each respectively.
Although many of the top 100 companies in America scored well (++ or higher)
on restructuring profitability (CFROI), all except 13 scored either equally
high or higher on growth (++ or +++). And, for American companies
scoring high on growth, the rate of growth was dramatically higher than that
of their European counterparts.
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Underlying Drivers of American Results
For several reasons, American companies were represented in the rankings
with proportionately higher frequency and with a significantly higher level of
growth operating as the driver. Although European companies improved
CFROI by a greater amount, American companies maintained a higher level
of CFROI over the period.
This higher level of CFROI allowed growth to have a compound impact on
TSR, since growth at high returns is more valuable than growth at returns closer
to the cost of capital. BCG has determined that the primary driver of the
relatively higher American CFROIs is the fact that American companies engaged
earlier in restructuring activities to improve profitability (i.e. in the late 1980s)
than European companies did.
A second contributing factor to both high CFROIs and high growth is the fact
that investor pressures on American management to deliver value creation
were significantly more pronounced than in Europe during this period.
Additionally, this pressure resulted in more American companies adopting
value management as a discipline to ensure a focus on value creation
throughout their organisations.
A third factor was the role of incentive compensation in American companies.
BCG’s assessment is that American incentive practice has three differentiating
features that have promoted higher value creation. One is that American
incentives have a much greater range of upside and downside potential.
A second is that American incentive plans place a much greater emphasis on
long-term performance.
The third distinguishing feature is that American incentive plans change more
dynamically over time to meet better the evolving requirements for value
creation. For example in the 1990s, there was a significant shift from plans
that rewarded restructuring to plans focused on rewarding profitable growth.
The amount and focus of incentives both matter, at least in the American
context. To reinforce this point further, American companies adopting longterm incentive plans specific to business units have outperformed American
companies that have not adopted such plans by approximately 15% since 1993.
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Top European Performers
Our study shows that different European countries tend to favour different
value creation levers, reflecting variations in the national economies. Growth
is the preferred means of value creation in Austria, the Netherlands and the
UK. Managers in France and Belgium tend to deploy a combination of
restructuring and growth, while their counterparts in Spain, Germany and
Switzerland focus mainly on restructuring.
The average annual TSR of the top 10 performing companies in Europe over
the five-year period was 61% (compared with the worldwide figure of 87%),
and the average TSR of the bottom decile of the European top 100 (rankings
of 91-100) was 19% (compared with the worldwide figure of 30%). The influence
of American companies in boosting the worldwide averages is considerable.
Exhibit 17

Europe’s Top Ten
Market capitalisation
(31.12.98)
(bn)
$(bn)

Nationality

Sector

Average annual TSR
(94-98)

1. SAP

Germany

IC&T

91%

18.0

21.2

2. Nokia

Finland

IC&T

79%

48.7

57.5

3. Hennes & Mauritz

Sweden

Retail

69%

14.4

17.0

4. Aegon

Dutch

Insurance

66%

61.0

72.0

5. Randstad Holding

Dutch

Services

56%

5.3

6.3

Belgium

Pharma & healthcare

54%

7.7

9.1

Italy

Banks

51%

5.5

6.5

8. Gas Natural

Spain

Utilities

50%

13.9

16.4

9. Numico

Dutch

Consumer goods

49%

5.2

6.1

Spain

Banks

49%

27.3

32.2

Name

6. UCB
7. Banca Fideuram

10. Banca Bilbao Vizcaya

Unlike the US, where the top 10 ranking is dominated by firms from the
IC&T sector, the top 10 performers in Europe come from no less than eight
different sectors. Only IC&T (SAP and Nokia) and banks (Banca Fideuram
and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya) have more than one representative in the top 10.
The most commonly represented sector in the top 100 performers in Europe
is banks (23) followed by insurance & assurance (17). This focus on finance
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(40% of the top performers) is partly a reflection of the fact that in several
European countries these industries were being deregulated during the period.
This presented firms with new opportunities to cut costs through restructuring
and to reap economies of scale from mergers and acquisitions.
Not only are Europe’s top performers well spread around industries, they are
also well spread around countries. The top 10 come from seven different
nations (Germany, Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and Spain).
France’s Pinault Printemps retailing group makes 11th place. The
Netherlands has three representatives in the top 10 (Aegon, Randstad
Holding and Numico); Spain has two (Gas Natural and Banco Bilbao
Vizcaya).
Exhibit 18

Europe’s National Champions

Country

National champion

Average annual
TSR
(94-98)

Sector

Austria

Semperit

55%

Conglomerates

Belgium

D’Ieteren

66%

Services

Finland

Nokia

79%

IC&T

France

Altran Technologies

66%

Services

Germany

SAP

91%

IC&T

Italy

Banca Fideuram

51%

Banks

Netherlands

Aegon

66%

Insurance

Spain

Gas Natural

50%

Utilities

Sweden

Hennes & Mauritz

69%

Retail

Switzerland

Swiss Re

39%

Insurance

UK

British Aerospace

40%

Industrial goods

Belgium

Managers in Belgium tend to create value using both restructuring and growth.
Belgian companies also raised their profitability well above the cost of capital
during the period of our study.
Belgium’s UCB, the pharmaceuticals & healthcare company, is sixth overall in
Europe. But only one-eighth of its increase in CVA over the period can be
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attributed to growth in capital invested. The other seven-eighths come from a
sharp improvement in cash flow margin and a more modest improvement in
asset productivity.
Despite its spectacular performance, however, UCB is not the top performing
Belgian company. That position was taken by a services company, the car
dealer D’Ieteren. It recorded a 66% average annual TSR over the period.

France
The average annual TSR of the French companies in the sample (at 14%)
is close to the European average (13%). But France has the widest spread of
performance of any European country. It ranges from a world-class 66% to
champions of value destruction at minus 20% per annum. French managers
tend to use a combination of growth and restructuring levers.
The top company, Altran Technologies, comes from the services sector and
compares with the very best US performers. Servicing high technology companies,
Altran has benefited from the intrinsic dynamics of the sector. This sector is
well represented among France’s top performers, with Altos (ranked second)
and Cap Gemini (ranked fourth).
The performance of French retailers is also worthy of note. Pinault
Printemps and Promodes are both in the top 10, while Carrefour and Casino
feature in the top 20.

Germany
Germany’s top performers are remarkably well spread across industries.
The nation’s top 10 come from nine different industrial sectors. Only the
automobile and supply industry had two representatives.
However, these are not growth companies. Several of Germany’s top
performers – for example, Porsche and Volkswagen - depended on
restructuring and cost-cutting programmes for most of their value creation
over the period. Most of those German companies that were best at using the
restructuring lever to create value succeeded in raising their profitability above
the cost of capital.
The average CFROI in Germany rose during the period, but overall most
German companies still do not earn enough to cover their cost of capital.
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Hence, the opportunities to use growth as a lever for value creation are limited.
Among the few companies that have successfully created value by high and profitable
rates of growth are SAP and MLP.
Much of the slow growth of the German economy can be attributed to the
continuing corporate focus on cash-flow margin to improve performance, and
to the failure of some highly profitable companies to generate growth.
Economic and fiscal policies continue to make it difficult for German companies
to earn their cost of capital. Moreover, German management needs to learn
that high profitability alone is not sufficient for sustained value creation.

Italy

Italy’s top performers are totally dominated by banks (the first five in the list, and
seven out of the top 10), reflecting the extensive consolidation that took place in
the sector during the period. The consolidation gave rise to plenty of opportunities
for restructuring.
Among the top performers:
●

Banca Fideuram generated value by improving its efficiency and by focusing
on the highly profitable niche of investment products for individual
investors

●

Banca Intesa generated value through a highly aggressive strategy of
acquisition and consolidation

●

Alitalia improved its asset utilisation and efficiency by downsizing. It was
also helped by the creation of a new operating company and by an
enhancement of its loyalty and marketing programmes.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands has peformed well in terms of value creation in Europe: the
Dutch top 10 has the highest average TSR in the region (44%) as well as three
representative companies in Europe’s top 10: Aegon, Randstad and Numico. It
has achieved this by focusing primarily on growth. Dutch companies have for
some time managed to raise their profitability well above the cost of capital.
Randstad, Getronics and VNU, have even been able to continue increasing
profitability, while growing rapidly.
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Aegon has already been discussed within this report, but other top performers
within the country are:
●

Getronics managed to grow rapidly through acquisitions while simultaneously
continuing to increase its profitability.

●

Numico, a specialty foods company, has also created value through acquisition
and by focusing on high margin products. The trend started 10 years
ago, once profitability was increased significantly above its cost of capital.

●

Ahold, a retail company, has created value by growing over 800% over the
last 10 years while not eroding its profitability. Again, this was realised
through acquisitions, mainly in the US.

Switzerland

Restructuring enabled Swiss managers to create a strong increase in profitability.
TSR of the top 10 Swiss performers ranged from 23% (Roche) to 39%
(Swiss Re). The average was 27%. Swiss Re was the only Swiss company
among the top 40 European companies (it ranked 20th).

The top performing Swiss companies come from a variety of industries
including: insurance (Swiss Re, Zurich Allied, Baloise), pharmaceuticals
(Novartis, Roche), industrial goods (Rieter, AL Group), banking (J. Baer),
services (Adecco) and travel and transportation (Kuoni).
Among Swiss top performers:
●

Swiss Re generated high TSR through increased profitability via divestiture
of its primary insurance business and growth in the highly profitable
reinsurance sector

●

Kuoni transformed from a closely held Swiss Foundation to a broadly
held public company by achieving internal growth in its core markets and
external expansion through acquisition

●

J. Baer achieved superior returns via internal and geographic expansion
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of its core businesses - private banking and asset management
●

AL Group generated high TSR by increasing both profitability and growth.
The company exited from its cyclical and capital intensive commodity
businesses and focused on internal and external growth in high value
added activities, such as flexible and pharmaceutical packaging

UK

The United Kingdom performed strongly during the period under study,
accounting for 25 of the companies in Europe’s top 100. Growth and
restructuring were the two value creation levers favoured by UK managers,
with growth being the more common of the two.
Several companies among the UK’s top performers have already achieved high
levels of profitability, compared with their continental European counterparts.
This is the result of a clear focus on restructuring and optimisation over the
course of the previous decade. These companies were therefore in a
position to concentrate on profitable growth during the period of our study.
Others among the UK’s top performers continue to use the restructuring and
asset productivity levers.
Those UK companies that continue to grow at high levels of profitability
include Vodafone in the telecommunications sector, Lloyds TSB in the banking
sector and Compass Group and Hays in the services sector.
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Lessons for Chief Executives
Our study shows the wide range of performance recorded by companies
during the five-year period from year end 1993 to year end 1998 (as measured
by average annual TSR). Some companies in under-performing industries
put in spectacular performances, and some companies in over-performing
industries didn’t. This was true of all geographical markets.
The study finds that in the five-year period between year-end 1993 and year-end
1998, American companies (on average) added far more value than European
companies. This was because they were more focused on investment growth
than on restructuring, the main preoccupation of most of Europe’s successful
companies during the period.
The top 100 companies in America and in Europe all put in truly extraordinary
performances, far exceeding expectations. But to remain an extraordinary
performer over the next five years will require these companies to continue to
exceed the increased market expectations embedded in their stock prices.
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Some of the top
performers from 1993-98 (companies like SAP) have lost some momentum
and will have to fight to regain their former position.
Any five-year period is arbitrary, and the list of top performers for any other
five-year period would be different. (Five years were chosen – as opposed to
one or three – so that the findings would take account of long-term strategy
and not be unduly influenced by short-term performance blips.)
How can companies hope to make it into the top 100 for the next five years?
The good news is that their fate is in the hands of their managers. Value
creation is not a random process.
There is no single specific prescription for improving value creation for all
companies. But, there are general principles that can be systematically
applied to improving the ability to manage value creation. From our experience
in applying value management concepts and tools over the last decade,
we have distilled 10 success factors that apply to all companies.
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1. TSR is the endgame. TSR reflects the actual wealth creation for
investors and employee-owners over a specific time frame. It should
be embedded in the goals and subsequent incentive rewards for senior
executives. Every company should aspire to achieve superior TSR
performance over the long term, whether at rates just slightly above
local market or peer group averages, or in the extreme stretch of the
top decile of worldwide companies. The degree of aspiration and the
benchmark basis will vary, but should always represent a stretch that
taps the full potential of the company.
2. TSR reflects economics. Sustained high TSR performance is not
possible without superior economic performance (i.e. generating high
levels of cash flow and deploying cash in investments that yield returns
above the cost of capital). Success at improving economic performance
creates a strong platform for future improvements in competitive
advantage and TSR. In this regard, value creation tends to create a
virtuous circle.
3. TSR provides a level field. Superior TSR performance requires
beating the market’s expectations of underlying economic
performance. Thus, regardless of the starting level of a company’s
current profitability or growth, improvement that exceeds
expectations is required. It’s not where you have been or where you are,
but where you are going that counts.
4. Executives should manage like investors. Corporate
executives should objectively review the value creation achievement
and potential of each business in the portfolio from the perspective of
its contribution to TSR. Where possible, the responsibility for TSR
contribution should also be devolved to business unit managers. They
should feel the same pressures and discipline that they would if their
business units were publicly traded.
5. Install an internal value creation metric. The measure should allow
managers to make trade-offs between financial drivers and between
short and long-term impacts on value creation. BCG has found that
either the CVA or Total Business Return (TBR) measure can provide a
relatively simple but comprehensive link to actual TSR contribution.
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6. Manage priorities and trade-offs between drivers. The
levers to influence CVA or TBR are margin, asset productivity, and
growth. The relative priority of each of these levers will vary based on
the starting point of the business and the opportunities facing it.
Trade-offs between these levers must be managed to ensure the
optimum impact on CVA/TBR and hence TSR. Developing crossfunctional consensus at the operating level is often necessary to implement
appropriate trade-offs between these levers.
7. Manage the business portfolio to TSR targets. An explicit TSR
target provides an anchor for portfolio strategy. If the current
portfolio of businesses cannot meet the value creation aspiration, be
prepared to take action, not change the goal.
8. Build a value creation culture. Developing a sustainable ability
to create value takes time and effort. Executives must ensure that
management processes (planning, budgeting, reporting, incentives,
etc.) form an effective and integrated system that drives behaviour
towards the value creation goal. Processes should be used to devolve
both power and discipline to business units and functions.
9. Communicate to investors. In order to ensure that the market
recognises achievements, understands the potential of the business,
and believes in the commitment to superior value creation, an
effective investor communication programme is necessary. Typically, this
requires management to demonstrate knowledge of and commitment to
address the main value drivers under their control. Credibility with
investors is an important off-balance-sheet asset that can be greatly
enhanced by steps 1-8 above, if they are clearly communicated.
10. Respect the challenge. Superior value creation is difficult to
sustain. It requires appropriately focused activities at many levels in a
company. Building and refining the capability will take years, not
months . Changes will be required in decisions, priorities, processes,
and measurement systems. If the goal is appropriately stretching, then
tough choices will be needed. But in the end, achieving superior
value creation is worth the effort and not just for owners. It will
provide the means to meet the aspirations of all stakeholders, while
inferior value creation will limit the resources for doing so.
The Value Creators B CG Re po r t
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Market Forces Level the Playing Field

If history is any indication, competing for a top ranking in total shareholder
return is a significant challenge. Given the last five years of experience, the
bar appears higher to be a top performer in America than in Europe. This
could change if European companies act to achieve parity in CFROI and
pursue growth initiatives more aggressively.
Those companies that are already at the top have high expectations built into
their stock prices and these will be challenging to exceed. However, some
comfort can be gained from the sustaining advantages of being a top value creator.
High value creators generate and can attract more capital to invest in
building competitive advantage and/or pursuing future growth
opportunities. High value creators also enjoy a human resource advantage
in attracting or retaining management talent. To stay ahead, top performers
must effectively exploit these advantages and continuously hone their
internal ability to manage value creation proactively.
For those companies aspiring to move into the top performer category,
several observations are relevant. First, coming from a below-average
starting point for either CFROI or overall value creation is usually
accompanied by a lower level of expected performance embedded in
current stock price. What counts for both high and low performers is the
ability to exceed expectations. Thus, looking forward, market forces create
a level playing field. Second, the evidence indicates that industry participation
is not an insurmountable roadblock. Industry participation helps, but is not a
prerequisite. What matters in the end is how you play the hand you are
dealt.

Profitability in Preparation for Growth
In this area, there are two rules. First, ensure that your CFROI sufficiently
exceeds the cost of capital before you embark on aggressive growth
programmes. The process of improving low CFROI business creates
significant value. Secondly, recognise that maintaining high CFROIs without
achieving accompanying growth adds little value. Profitable growth is
required to exploit high CFROIs and move into top performer status.
If European companies want to ratchet up the level of their performance over
the next five years then they will have to be ready for the ‘go for growth’
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of value management. But companies that seek growth before they have
sufficient underlying profitability (as measured by their CFROI) will get into
difficulties (see the sidebar on ‘The C-Curve’).
The challenge for European companies over the next five years is to improve
their CFROI by further restructuring, and then to make the judgement as to
when CFROI is adequate to support a move towards sustainable and profitable
investment growth.
To be ready for this stage, European managers need to learn now how to
manage growth. They need to be ready to change their company’s culture to
a growth-oriented one, one that has the right incentives to foster
entrepreneurship, for example, and to build new businesses.
Countries like Germany where CFROI is relatively low, have some way to go
with restructuring. In the UK, however, where profitability is relatively high,
companies are in a better position to benefit from a US-style push for growth.
American companies’ successful growth during the 1994-98 period was
enabled by the radical restructuring they had gone through at an earlier
stage. They were thus better placed to invest in the dynamic new industries
that developed over the period, particularly in the IC&T sector.
Preparing for growth should be just part of a company’s overall programme
of value management. Even when markets decline and growth is low on the
agenda, the company that is skilled at value management will be able to put
in a superior performance. Such a company will be better able to withstand
shocks and exploit opportunities.

Profitability versus Growth: The C-Curve Story

Companies with low profitability that are seeking to turn around their performance,
face conflicting options. Should they seek to grow out of the problem? Or
should they restructure their businesses, divesting some and focusing on the
profitable ‘hard-core’? This choice — fix what you have or invest for the future
— is often a source of internal corporate tension.
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A study by BCG of successful and unsuccessful turnarounds found a number
of significant features in the successful ones:
●

They raised their profitability to well above the hurdle rates before they
set out to increase their investment

●

This often involved a radical restructuring – a reduction in the investment
base of as much as 20-25% and a doubling or tripling of the return on
capital employed

●

Successful turnarounds often spent as long as two or three years on this
restructuring before they switched their emphasis to growth.

The charts below plot an index of capital employed (1991 = 1.0) against return
on investment, for the first and last quartiles of a sample of turnaround companies
between 1992 and 1996. The index of capital employed for the first quartile
(the successful companies) fell sharply and the return on investment rose
sharply before investment grew. The poor performers (the fourth quartile)
rushed into growth after only moderate restructuring and after only a small
improvement in their return on capital.
Exhibit 19

“Turnarounds”: Companies With Low Profitability Starting Positions

Each of these graphs forms the letter ‘C’. One is short and squashed; the other is tall and well-rounded.
European companies in the process of restructuring need to chart the course of a well-rounded ‘C’.
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Top 10 Performers by Industry
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Top 10 Performers by Country
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Methodology
The data in this study was taken from an analysis of the annual returns (plus
share information data) of 5,316 companies around the world. These are the
constituent companies of all Datastream's market indices and represent
approximately 80% of the capitalisation of all the world's stockmarkets.
Out of this sample, 4,955 companies were classified according to industry. (In
some sectors, only firms above a certain market capitalisation were included.)
They were divided into 14 different categories:

●

Automobiles and supply

( 555/$655)

●

Banks (including brokerage firms)

( 2,633/$3,107)

●

Chemicals

( 413/$487)

●

Conglomerates

( 742/$875)

●

Consumer goods

( 1,508/$1,779)

●

Industrial goods

( 1,717/$2,026)

●

Information, communications and telecommunications ( 4,083/$4,818)

●

Insurance and assurance

( 1,084/$1,279)

●

Media and entertainment

( 452/$533)

●

Pharmaceuticals and healthcare

( 1,712/$2,020)

●

Retail

( 1,233/$1,455)

●

Services

( 925/$1,091)

●

Transportation, travel and tourism

( 155/$183)

●

Utilities

( 756/$892)

(The figures in brackets are the total market capitalisation of the companies
in each sector - in billion euros and dollars.)
The total sample was then whittled down to include only those companies
that had been listed on a stock exchange for five years or more. This reduced
the sample size to 4,147.
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These 4,147 ‘established’ companies were then ranked according to the annual
average change of their total shareholder return (TSR) in the five years between
the beginning of 1994 and the end of 1998.
Relative total shareholder return (RTSR) — the TSR adjusted for local market
performance [1+ company TSR/1+ local index TSR] — was also calculated for
each company.
The main focus of the study was on TSR, not RTSR, on the grounds that most
investors' perspective is international, at least among the markets covered by this
study. Capital moves in search of the highest returns, wherever they may be.
Investor decisions in these markets are not significantly influenced by local
performance or by local country risk.
Each company's CVA (cash value added) was also calculated. This was the
company’s profit minus its capital charge, the cost of all its capital during the
period.
The change in CVA was then found to be closely correlated to the external value
created. So CVA, an internal measure, was used as a proxy for TSR, an external
measure.
For a small number of companies, there is a deviation between the development of
TSR and CVA over the five-year time frame. For example, companies record a
relatively high TSR when they were privatised at a relatively low issuing share price
and the stock market then adjusts the share price to the underlying performance.
Thus, the Delta-CVA will produce a lower figure than the TSR, since the internal
performance did not produce the same increase in value. Another deviation is
caused when the internal performance slows down in the very last year of the study
period. The internal performance is measured as the change between 1993 and
1998, while the TSR is an average yearly rate. Also, the share price sometimes does
not fully reflect the change in internal performance yet. (Compaq is an example of
a company affected in this way.)
Total Business Returns (TBR) is an alternative proxy to TSR. TBR simulates TSR by
using a dynamic methodology that compares today's equity value with future equity
values. The equity values are internally generated and based on adequate valuation
methods. Of the two TSR proxies, CVA and TBR, CVA is the simpler one.
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Exhibit 20

Topography Of Value Metrics
Example Overview

Source: BCG analysis

Exhibit 21

Total Business Return (TBR) is the Internal Analog to TSR

Exhibit 22

EVA® and CVA: Two Ends of a Continuum
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Exhibit 27

The change in CVA (or ‘residual income’) is equal to the growth of
investment multiplied by the original CFROI (the cash flow return on
investment), plus the change in CFROI multiplied by all assets. The change in
the CFROI, in turn, is equal to the change in the cash flow margin times the
change in asset productivity.
Hence each company’s CVA (and, by proxy, its TSR) is determined by three
things: its cash flow margin, its asset productivity, and its growth in capital
invested. The measure also takes into account changes in the cost of capital,
but does not include the market’s expectations of future performance.

Exhibit 23

CVA Expresses Residual Income

Exhibit 24

CFROI Takes the Reserves for Future Investments into Account
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Each company was graded (with one, two or three stars) according to its
improvement in these three areas over the five-year period.
Rankings were made of the top 100 companies in two regions (Worldwide and
Europe), as measured by their average annual growth in TSR.
The top 10 companies in each of the 14 different industrial categories were
also listed, as were the top 10 companies in each of the following countries:
●

Australia

( 265/$313)

●

Austria

( 27/$32)

●

Belgium

( 192/$227)

●

France

( 747/$881)

●

Germany

( 910/$1,074)

●

Italy

( 427/$504)

●

The Netherlands

( 564/$665)

●

Spain

( 284/$335)

●

Switzerland

( 580/$684)

●

UK

( 1,841/$2,172)

●

US

( 9,339/$11,019)

(The figure in brackets is the market capitalisation of all the companies in the
sample from that country — in billions of euros and dollars.)
All monetary figures are quoted in both euros and dollars. The exchange rate
used is taken on 4th January 1999.
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